Cedar Breather is the solution for preserving the beauty and life of wood roofing. As a fire-resistant underlayment for wood shingles and shakes, Cedar Breather provides space for continuous airflow between the solid roof deck and the shingles.

The patented three-dimensional matrix allows continuous airflow and even provides cushioning during severe hail.

- Fire resistant (Class A)
- Eliminates need for furring strips
- Quick and easy installation without any special tools
- Nylon matrix unaffected by UV light, heat, or cold
- Protects the beauty and life of wood roofing by eliminating excess moisture
- Prevents thermal cupping and warping and reduces potential rotting
- Equally makes a great solution for use in metal roofing applications

Powerful, Economical Protection for Wood Roofing
For A Winning Combination

For optimum performance in wood roofing applications use Cedar Breather with Rapid Ridge 7. Rapid Ridge 7 is made specifically for use under narrow hip and ridge shingles including cedar and slate. When used in tandem with Cedar Breather, Rapid Ridge 7 helps increase airflow within the roof assembly and enhances the performance of Cedar Breather.

---

Cedar Breather

Underlayment for wood roofing

- **Width**: 39 in
- **Length**: 61 1/2 ft
- **Coverage**: 200 sq ft ± 2 sq ft
- **Weight**: 9.7 lbs per roll / .778 oz/sq ft
- **Compression & thickness**: Zero lbs per sq ft .27 in
  - 100 lbs per sq ft .26 in
  - 200 lbs per sq ft .25 in
- **Warranty**: 20 Year or Lifetime Limited

Rapid Ridge 7

Nail-gunnable ridge vent on a roll for use with narrow hip and ridge shingles, cedar and slate

- **Net Free Area**: 12.5 in²/in ft
- **Width**: 7 in
- **Length**: 20 ft rolls
- **Thickness**: 5/8 in
- **Warranty**: Lifetime Limited
- **Patents**: 5,960,595; 6,298,613; 6,981,916 US
  - 2,236,487; 2,472,923; 2,300,803 CAN
BUILD BETTER WITH ROOF & WALL PROTECTION FROM BENJAMIN OBDYKE

ROOF

CEDAR BREATHER®
Cedar Breather is a ventilated underlayment that prolongs the life of wood shingles and shakes by providing continuous air circulation and a drainage space that prevents the damaging effects of trapped moisture.

Rapid Ridge®
Rapid Ridge nail-gunnable ridge vent offers quick installation, complete with superior weather and insect protection.

COUGAR® LP
Cougar LP ridge vent is a classic style ridge vent made from nylon matrix technology that is easily installed by hand or with a pneumatic nail gun.

SHARK VENT®
Our latest roof solution, Shark Vent provides the rigidity of a sectional in a lightweight roll for fast installation. Available with or without a filter.

XTRACTOR VENT®
Xtractor Vent is Benjamin Obdyke’s externally baffled, shingle over ridge vent designed to extract heat and moisture from the attic.

FLATWRAP® UV
FlatWrap UV is an enhanced UV commercial-grade WRB and is specially designed for use with architectural designs that incorporate “open joint cladding.” The product features a high performance tri-laminate design with enhanced UV resistance versus typical weather resistant barriers.

HYDROGAP®
HydroGap is a drainable housewrap with 1 mm spacers that provide a continuous space for drainage to manage excess moisture and prevent the damaging effects of mold and rot.

ACCESSORIES
Build a better wall system using self-adhered flashing, tapes and sill solutions designed for maximum performance and compatibility with our rainscreen and housewrap products.

WALL

SLICKER®
The Slicker family of rainscreens have vertical channels that provide a continuous space for drainage and drying. Provides maximum protection against the damaging effects of mold and rot.

ROLL VENT®
Roll Vent ridge vent products provide maximum ventilation on a roll to protect residential roofing from the deteriorating forces of excess heat and moisture build-up.

For more information on our roof and wall solutions, visit benjaminobdyke.com or call us at (800) 523-5261.